Global Health and the Confluence of Science, Technology and Security: COVID-19 and Beyond

**Date and time:**
12PM on Wednesday the 10th of May to 1PM on Thursday the 11th of May 2023.

**Workshop location:**
The workshop will be held in the room Gallery 2 at the conference centre on the campus of the University of Sussex. The conference centre is on the 3rd floor of Bramber house.

It is recommended that you take the train from Brighton to Falmer to get to the University. Here is the route that Google Maps suggests taking to get from Falmer station to Bramber house/ the conference centre.

**Workshop Schedule:**

**Wednesday 10th of May 2023**

12:00PM – 12:30PM – Arrival and Mingling

12:30PM – 1:00PM – Welcome, Introductions and Leverhulme Project Overview

1:00PM – 1:45PM – Lunch and Coffee

1:45PM – 3:15PM – **Session 1: Data, Surveillance and Metrics in Global Health**

Chair – Nadine Voelkner

Anne-Sophie Jung – Global Governance for Antimicrobial Resistance: The myth of apolitical data

Katerini Storeng – When pandemic intelligence becomes big business: The commercialization of data and expertise in global disease surveillance and outbreak detection

Christopher Long – Visualising Pandemic Data: Maps, Genetic Technologies and the COVID-19 Outbreak

Christian Haddad – Measuring preparedness deficits: the GHS index as an international power technology
3:15PM – 3:30PM – Coffee Break

3:30PM – 5:00PM – Session 2: States, Violence and Inequalities in Global Health

Chair – Christopher Long

- Laura Jung – Sovereign Trauma: How Psychiatry Made the Modern German State
- Malte Riemann – Curing the Neighbourhood: Problematizing the ‘Public Health Turn’ in Urban Violence Prevention
- Andreas Papamichail – COVID-19, racial capitalism, and the re-inscription of global health hierarchies
- Stefan Elbe – Viral Sites: The Oligoptical Power of Emergency Operations Centres (EOCs)

5:00PM – 5:30PM – Recap and Discussion

7:30PM – Group Meal Booked at VIP Pizza in Brighton
Thursday 11th of May 2023

8:30AM – 9:15AM – Arrival – Coffee and Mingling

9:15AM – 10:45AM – Session 3: Economics, Equity and Technologies in Global Health
Chair – Dagmar Vorlíček
Anne Roemer-Mahler – The (new) politics of pharmaceutical manufacturing in Africa
Renu Singh – Public Support for Global Vaccine Distribution: Evidence from Germany, Italy, and the US
Simon Rushton – QR codes and the “return to normality” during the COVID-19 pandemic: Technology as a way of narratively resolving tensions between health security and economic interests

10:45AM – 11:00AM – Coffee Break

11:00AM – 12:30PM – Session 4: Entanglements, Interactions and the Blurring of Boundaries in Global Health
Chair – Stefan Elbe
Dagmar Vorlíček – Laboratories in/of global security
Jana Fey – Cryonics and the global politics of immortality
Katharina Wezel – Feeling safe, knowing security – the case of Covid-19 lateral flow tests in health security governance
Nadine Voelkner – Viral becomings: from mechanical viruses to viral (dis)entanglements in preventing global disease

12:30 – 1:00PM – Recap, Discussion and Goodbyes